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INSPECTOR GENERAL REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL

PERSONAL AND FRAUD, WASTE & ABUSE COMPLAINT REGISTRATION
AUTHORITY:  10 U.S.C. 8013, 44 U.S.C. 3101 and EO 9397
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S)  To register a personal complaint relating to individual injustices or suspected Fraud, Waste and Abuse.
ROUTINE USE(S):  Data provided are furnished to supervisors, commanders or inspectors in response to queries tor resolution of complaints and to
eliminate conditions considered detrimental to the efficiency or reputation of the Air Force .
DISCLOSURE:  Disclosure of your SSN is voluntary.  Failure to provide the information will not adversely affect the resolution of your complaint but may
delay the investigating officer in resolving the issue.

SECTION I - TO BE COMPLETED BY COMPLAINANT
NAME (Last, First, Middle initial)

YES NO

HAVE YOU ASKED YOUR IMMEDIATE COMMANDER FOR
ASSISTANCE WITH THIS PROBLEM?GRADE RACE SEX

NAMES AND/OR POSITIONS OF WITNESSES (Or others havingSOCIAL SECURITY NO.
knowledge of your allegations.)

ADDRESS (Where response to this complaint will be sent.)

HOME TELEPHONE NO. WORK TELEPHONE NO.  (DSN)

DESCRIPTION OF ALLEGATIONS (Please number each allegation and include who, what, where,
when, and how.  Continue on reverse.)

I fully understand that I am accountable for knowlingly making untruthful, malicious, libelous or slanderous statements.

SIGNATURE OF COMPLAINANT DATE

SECTION II - TO BE COMPLETED BY INSPECTOR GENERAL STAFF
FILE REFERENCE NUMBER INITIALS OFFICE SYMBOL TELEPHONE NO. (DSN)

DATE OPENED DATE FINALIZED TOTAL PROCESSING DAYS NUMBER OF TIMES THIS INDIVIDUAL'S
COMPLAINT HAS BEEN ADDRESSED?

COMPLAINANT STATUS SPECIAL INTEREST COMPLAINTS
REPRISAL SENIOR OFFICIAL EOT

A.  ACTIVE DUT F.  AIR FORCE CIVILIA
COLONEL MENTAL HEALTH FW

GRIEVANCE CHANNE
B.  AIR FORCE RESERVE G.  DEPENDENT/RELATIVE CONGRESSIONAL HIGH LEVEL

IG
DOD HOTLINE AF HOTLINE

C.  AIR NATIONAL GUARD H.  CIVILIA FIVE MOST SIGNIFICANT ALLEGATIONS
COMPLAINT CATEGORY FINDING CODES FINDING

D.  CADET I.  OTHER SERVICE
S =  SUBSTANTIATED

U =  UNSUBSTANTIATEDE.  RETIRED MILITARY J.  ANONYMOU

I  =  INCONCLUSIVE
PASCODE OF COMPLAINANT PASCODE OF SUBJECT

INTR HQ/IGLOCAL IG MAJCOM/I SAF/I WORK DONE
AF LEVEL COMPLAINT RECEIVED CAT1 INVEST ASSIST REF OUT

AF LEVEL COMPLAINT ANSWERED CAT2 INVEST DIR RESP. OTHER

CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN

AF IMT 102, 19960501,  V1 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

CARTER, Wesley Todd

             Major, USAF Ret                            Cauc                                   M
   
                                     477 52 5980

2349 NW Nut Tree Lane
McMinnville OR 97128

971 241-9322                                               NA

4 May 2011

I flew the C-123k Provider as an aeromedical evacuation technician between 1973 and 
1980 while assigned to the 74AES, Westover ARB, MA (attached #1 flying hour 
summary). Last month I learned I have prostate cancer, and belive it to be related to the 
UC-123K configuration the squadron's fleet flew as in Vietnam, spraying Agent Purple 
and Agent Orange.Later, I qualified as a Flight Instructor and Flight Examiner.
Looking for more information the Internet. I have located the AF Museum's bio of their 
C-123k "Patches" (attached #2) which, among other Providers, I flew for many hours. 
The aircraft is identified as an Operation Ranch Hand aircraft. In 1994 the Museum 
sought a review of dioxin swipe results by the 645Med Group. That organization 
arranged a consultative report from the Armstrong Laboratory of the Air Force Medical 
Service (attached #3) which reported that Patches was "heavily contaminated", and 
workers in or around it should wear protective Tyvak coveralls, HVAC masks, limit their 
exposure time, and decontaminate afterwards.
Most of the C-123k surplus fleet is stored at Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ. All are sealed, 
and in a separate, restricted area. In 1996 the GSA sought to sell some of them 
(attached #4) but was blocked by the Air Force(described in Attached #4 as Exhibit 
43-44, not available to me) because of proven dioxin contamination of the fleet. In 2003 
the Air Force Institute for Occupational Health provided a consultative letter to 
OO-ALC/LCD regarding the Davis-Monthan C123k aircraft and various museums

BACKGROUND AND ATTACHMENTS
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AF IMT 102, CONTINUED

(background, continued)
and concluded that the aircraft were contaminated by dioxins and, in general, too contaminated even for burial unless de-contaminated 
first.
It should be clear to any aviator or other person familiar with military operations that as Air Force crews we spent many more hours aboard 
the C-123k than just the flying records would report. Personnel conducted initial ground orientation, static missions, aircraft repairs, 
configuration drills, taxi tests, all manner of activites requiring hundreds or thousands of hours of exposure to toxins inside the aircraft 
beyond just the hours aloft. Further, our use of the aircraft in a tactical situation often meant eating and even sleeping nights aboard the 
airplane. In all these activities, we wore normal Nomex flight gear except when conducting aircrew chemical task qualification, wearing 
chemical protective gear we really should have been wearing for dioxin protection!

Allegations:
1. Air Force agencies knew about the dioxin contamination of the C-123 fleet through a variety of studies and reports, exchanged between 
DoD agencies as well as the GSA from as early (and perhaps earlier) as 1993, yet failed to inform former crewmembers of the possibility 
of prior hazardous material exposure. The focus in those reports was solely the degree of aircraft contamination, the cost of possible 
cleanup, whether the display aircraft should be sealed, but absolutely no mention made of the most exposed group of potential victims 
(other than Vietnam veterans and Ranch Handers). When the first of these reports was prepared (1993), many of us were still on active 
duty or in active reserve status, and easily identified. Not a single word in any of these attachments mentions any concern at all about the 
health of the Air Force personnel already exposed through their duties aboard the C-123k Provider weapon system. 
2. Air Force agencies considered "Patches" and other mothballed or museum Providers too contaminated to allow workers in or around 
them unless wearing protective clothing and respirators, yet failed to inform former crewmembers of the risks to our health from years of 
earlier duties aboard the aircraft.
3. Air Force leadership among those agencies failed to properly protect, via notification to former crewmembers and maintainers,affected 
Air Force personnel, most of whom are now retired or no longer in the military and whom it may prove difficult to locate.
4. The GSA was concerned solely with the resale of the aircraft and legal issues prohibiting the sale due to dioxin contamination, and that 
major agency failed to in any way take steps to then inform or protect former aircrews and maintainers.
5. This situation reflects a breakdown of scientific integrity, effective force management and sound medical practice to have the Air Force 
Medical Service and other DoD and Federal agencies aware of dioxin exposure hazards, yet fail to make any effort to alert, inform, 
examine, treat or in any way care for their primary group of affected personnel, the post-Vietnam aircrews and maintainers, and to be 
instead focused solely on cleanup issues and costs.

Summary: this is akin to having a variety of agencies discuss the unique environmental hazards of a chemical fire, yet failing to inform 
firefighters that that structure is uniquely dangerous. Firefighters already know fire is dangerous, of course, and can further take skilful 
protective measures in the presence of dangerous chemicals. However, C-123 crews and maintainers never knew about the dioxin and 
other toxin exposures we were subjected to in our duties. Leadership failed us during the period between 1973-1980, and particularly failed 
us as more and more reports were prepared without addressing any affected personnel.
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